Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) threatens modern medicine as we know it. AMR infections may ultimately be untreatable and routine surgeries will become inherently risky 1 . By 2050 more people may die of drug-resistant infections (DRIs) every year than of cancer, which equates to more than 10 million annual deaths globally 2 and the World Bank has estimated that AMR could cost the global economy $1 trillion every year after 2030. DRIs also lead to an increase in the length of hospital stays, the use of more toxic or costly antibiotics and an increased likelihood of death 3 . BRIC nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China) and socio-economically challenged countries and people who already have higher rates of infectious diseases will feel the greatest impact 2 . Indeed, AMR has been likened to the 2008 global financial crisis on an annual repeat cycle. That is because the effects of AMR are not just confined to the human medical sector. The veterinary sector is also reliant on the availability of antimicrobials to treat infectious diseases in companion and food-producing animals.
The level of concern around AMR was reflected at the United . From a geographic standpoint, Australia, perhaps more than anywhere else, has an opportunity to introduce a robust, state-of-the-art genomic surveillance system for tracing and tracking AMR and
In Focus pathogen evolution from a One Health perspective. As an island nation with globally recognised biosecurity and modern antimicrobial stewardship practices that cannot be introduced retrospectively in other regions, it is anticipated that sophisticated surveillance will offer significant savings to our burgeoning healthcare budget -expected to hit 15% GDP by 2040 5 -well in excess of the cost of its set up and ongoing maintenance.
To date, the lens applied to AMR has focussed on pathogenic bacteria found in hospitals and healthcare facilities. But buried beneath, at a much higher resolution, is a need to understand the genetic vectors that purvey AMR genes (ARGs) and virulence genes without the separation between disease-causing and commensal bacteria. This bacterial 'community' level understanding can then be overlaid onto the broader picture that considers interlinked environmental compartments in their broadest sense including human and animal gut microbiomes, rivers, soils, wastewater, and so on ( Figure 1 ). Handling, preparation and consumption of contaminated plant and animal food sources H u m a n to hu m a n t r a n s m is sion H um an to h u m a n tr a nsmiss io n 
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